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ABSTRACT 
A state-of-the-art high resolution spectrometer has been constructed for pursuing 
laser spectroscopy in the near infrared region. The spectrometer is composed of three 
parts: laser source, frequency calibration system, and data acquisition system. 
The laser source is a cw Ti:sapphire laser covering the frequency range of ~ 9800 -
13800 cm—1. A 15 W Ar ion laser is used to optically pump the Ti:sapphire laser to give 
a near infrared output of about 1.5 W with a spectral linewidth of 500 kHz. A 
spectrum analyzer generating frequency markers with 300 M H z separation, an h 
reference gas cell together with a wavelength meter are used in the frequency 
calibration system. The output frequency was calibrated to an absolute accuracy of 
about 0.001 cm~\ A computerized data acquisition system has been setup using the 
Lab VIEW® programming language. Five channels of data from survey species, 
reference gas, spectrum analyzer, ramp voltage, and wavelength meter respect to the 
time were collected and stored in the personal computer. 
With appropriate detection schemes, detection limits on the order of 10'^  have 
been achieved. The pressure broadening of water vapor has been studied using cavity 
enhanced absorption spectroscopy with phase sensitive detection scheme. These 
results have been compared to the literature values with satisfactory agreement. 
Submitted by C H E N G Pui-kwan 
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的頻率範圍在〜9800 - 13800 cm"之間，激光輸出線寬大約是500 kHz而輸出功 
率則爲1.5 W。我們利用300 MHz光譜分析儀，參考碘池的光譜及利用電子波長 
計作爲頻率標定系統。其頻率標定的絕對精確値可達到0.001 cm 1。電腦化的數據 
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Spectroscopic study of matter possesses a long history. As one of the oldest science, it 
can be dated back to the study of emis.sion of the Sun by Newton in the 15^ century/ The 
development of quantum mechanics has helped establish the theoretical basis to interpret 
the observed spectra. These correlations generalized in the classic manuscripts by 
Herzberg^"^ have built the foundation of modem spectroscopy, which has since become a 
general means for structural and dynamic studies of molecular systems. 
Spectroscopic studies of molecules can be pursued in either the frequency or the time 
domain. It is obvious that more detailed information is revealed by better resolution. The 
development of laser radiation provides the resolution to suit our need. For instance, 
Zewail has shown that femtosecond resolution in time allows real-time monitoring of 
chemical reactions.^  Similarly, the very detailed hyperfine interactions (due to nuclear 
spin) can be studied using radiations with kHz spectral purity.^  The ultimate resolution in 
frequency and time of a laser source is restricted by the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle 
Av.A/〉丄 (1.1) 
N Ik \ 乂 
where A v and At are the uncertainties in frequency and time, respectively. As a result，one 
can only obtain high resolution in either frequency or time. Lasers with femtosecond pulse 
output give the best achievable spectral purity (linewidth) of 〜1.6 x 10 MHz. On the 
other hand, high resolution lasers with spectral purity 系 1 M H z is always cw sources, 
corresponding to "pulses" of infinitely long. 
It is a common belief that dynamic information can only be obtained using time-
resolved spectroscopy while structural information can only be obtained using high 
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resolution (in frequency) spectroscopy. The information obtained in time domain and 
frequency domain can, however, be related by a Fourier transformation. Therefore, 
structural as well as dynamic information of molecular systems can, in principle, be 
obtained by high resolution spectroscopy with respect to either time or frequency. 
In addition to the unprecedented resolution achieved, laser spectroscopy also provides 
high sensitivity that cannot be achieved otherwise. For instance, modem Fourier transform 
spectroscopy with signal co-addition can achieve a detection sensitivity of 10.4 in 
fractional absorption^ which is at least one to two orders of magnitude lower than that 
o 丨 
obtained in laser spectroscopy. To date, sensitivity of 10' or better has been reported with 
complex experimental setup.^  The high sensitivity together with the high resolution 
advantages afforded by laser spectroscopy make it ideal for detailed spectroscopic 
investigation of short-lived species at very low abundance. Laser spectrometers, on the 
other hand, are not commercially available. The pursuit of laser spectroscopy inevitably 
requires the design and construction of a spectrometer with high performance. 
In establishing a new laboratory for laser absorption spectroscopy, we have built a near 
infrared spectrometer using a high resolution Ti: sapphire laser source to cover from 〜 
9800 to 13800 cmfi for studying high vibrational overtones and low-lying electronic 
transitions of molecules. Because of lacking appropriate sources, most works reported in 
this region were done by emission spectroscopy at moderate resolution. Our high 
resolution laser spectrometer will help to improve the quality of literature data in this 
region as well as produce new spectroscopic data that requires high sensitivity. In the long 
run, spectra of van der Waals complexes, reaction intermediates (such as radicals and 
ions), and quantum solids (such as solid hydrogen and isotopic species) will be studied to 
obtain information on intermolecular potentials and interactions, which are of fundamental 
importance in understanding mechanisms of chemical reactions. 
In the past two years, our laser spectrometer has been built and tested with 
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In the past two years, our laser spectrometer has been built and tested with satisfactory 
performance. As an ultimate test of performance, it was used for studying the pressure 
broadening of water. The results of this work will be presented in this thesis. In Chapter 2 
the construction of the spectrometer will be discussed. In Chapter 3 the study of pressure 
broadening of water will be discussed. A brief concluding remarks will be given in 
Chapter 4 to summarize our work and foresee the future development. 
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Chapter 2 
A High Resolution Near Infrared Laser 
Spectrometer: the Construction 
The use of laser radiation has become a daily routine in our life. Laser sources can be 
found in various devices such as compact disc players, bar code readers, laser pointers, as 
well as medical instruments for eyesight correction. In addition, the use of laser radiation 
plays an important role in scientific research ranging from probing the dynamics and 
structures of molecules and monitoring chemical reactions in real-time to manipulating 
molecules in a particular fashion. The introduction of commercial laser sources in the 70s 
really triggered a revolutionary advance in experimental molecular sciences.9 As a student 
of a newly established laboratory for high resolution laser spectroscopy, I was responsible 
for constructing, from scratch, the centerpiece-instrument of our laboratory, namely a high 
resolution laser spectrometer covering the near infrared (NIR) region. In the following, the 
basic design of our spectrometer and some results of performance tests will be presented. 
2A. Basic Principle of LASER 
LASER stands for Zight Amplification by ^ Stimulated feiission of i^ adiation. The first 
discovery of amplification of electromagnetic radiation in the microwave region was 
reported by Townes^^' u in 1954. It was then called MASER. The same phenomenon was 
1 o 
later reported by Maiman in the visible region using a ruby crystal as an emission 
medium. Since these remarkable discoveries, there have been numerous studies on various 
aspects of lasers including new laser gain media, ^^ mixing of laser r a d i a t i o n s , ! 4 as well as 
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various applications of laser radiations.^  In the following, the basic working principle of 
lasers will be discussed as background information. 
To start the discussion, we consider the laser gain medium as a system composed of 
two levels 1 and 2 with energies Ei and E2, respectively, as shown in Fig. 1. At 
thermodynamic equilibrium, the populations of these levels are related by 
. 寸广 k T ， (2.1) 
where k is the Boltzmann's constant, Tis the absolute temperature of the materials, and Ni 
and N2 are the population of levels 1 and 2，respectively. Ni is greater than N2 under 
normal conditions. If a negative thermodynamic temperature^^ is achieved by any means, 
a population inversion (i.e. N2> Ni) can be obtained at equilibrium. Spontaneous emission 
of radiation at frequency Vo = (E2- E j ) /h where h is the Planck's constant, occurs in the 
case that the photon process is faster than the radiationless relaxation. If an optical cavity 
(i.e. an close loop of optical path length, /) filled with the gain medium is used to trap the 
light emitted, stimulated emission will be resulted. A net power gain will be obtained if 
the round-trip gain due to emission is higher than the round-trip loss due to reflection, 
diffraction, etc. This threshold condition can be expressed as^ ^ 
I = (2.2) 
where I is the intensity after a round-trip, lo is the initial intensity, AN {=Ni- N2) < 0, is 
the population difference between 1 and 2，cr > 0, is the absorption cross section 
depending on the transition dipole moment, and y is the loss coefficient, respectively. 
While population inversion is essential for laser action, it can be shown that the 
population inversion cannot be achieved by means of optical pumping without at least a 
third level involved/^ Three- and four-level systems are commonly used for laser 
oscillation in practice. The kinetic conditions to achieve population inversion for these 
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Fig. 1 Two-level system with energy difference hv. At thermodynamic 
equilibrium, the populations of the two levels follow the Boltzmaim's 
distribution. A population inversion {N2 > Nj) is obtained when a negative 
thermodynamic temperature is reached. 
2 ~ 7 E2 N2 
hv - hv 
1 i El Nj 
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systems are well documented , Fig. 2 gives the schematic diagrams of the lasing action in 
these systems. 
2B. Properties of Laser Radiation 
Laser radiation possesses unique properties that distinguish it from conventional light 
sources. These properties are crucial for spectroscopic applications. The common 
properties of laser radiation are briefly discussed below. For more detailed discussion, 
please refer to references 13 and 14. 
1. Coherence 
Coherence is a unique property of laser radiation. Conventional light sources such as 
blackbody radiation and gas-discharge lamps are considered to be chaotic since photons 
from these sources have no correlation in phase as a result of spontaneous emission. On 
the other hand, as a result of stimulated emission, photons from laser sources are coherent, 
i.e. photons are phase correlated. The extent of coherence can be considered in terms of 
length (spatial coherence) and time (temporal coherence). The time scale within which the 
phase correlation persists is known as the coherence time Xc, which may be estimated from 
the spectral linewidth A v (in Hz) of the laser radiation by^^ 
Tc 〜1/Av. (2.3) 
The coherent length /。specifies the maximum distance along the laser beam within which 
the phase correlation maintains. It is obvious that 
= 〜c/Av (2.4) 
where c is the speed of light. For instance, a laser of 500 kHz spectral width gives a 
coherence length of 600 m and a coherence time of 2 x 10'^  s. The values of k and Xc can 
be determined experimentally by measuring the disappearance of fringes in an 
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Fig. 2 Schematic diagrams of laser emission of a three-level (a) and a four-
level system (b). In (a), the population inversion between levels 1 and 0 is 
obtained due to the fast decay from level 2 to level 1. In (b), the population 
inversion between levels 2 and 1 is obtained due to the fast decay from level 3 
to level 2. 
(a) 
\ Fast decay 
1 
Pumping \ 
^ Laser emission 
V hv = Ej-Eo 
^ 0 
(b) 
_ _ ^ 3 
\ Fast decay A 2 
Pumping P . . 
\ Laser emission 




Laser output is usually a highly collimated beam with small divergence and beam size. 
This is due to the fact that only photons travelling along the optical axis of the laser cavity 
are efficiently amplified in the stimulated emission. Photons travelling in other directions 
are not trapped in the cavity and thus cause no stimulated emission. The degree of 
collimation 56 of laser radiation can be estimated using the equation^ "^  
5 0 ^ - (2.5) d 
where A is the output wavelength and d is the diameter of the beam at the exit. For 
instance, a 790 nm laser beam of 0.6 m m in diameter and an angle divergence 0.85 mrad 
will be diverged to only 8.5 cm in diameter after 100.0 m of propagation. This property is 
particularly important in experimental spectroscopy to obtain long optical path length 
while maintaining reasonable beam size. 
3. Monochromaticity 
Laser outputs are usually highly monochromatic due to (1) the emission frequency, 
which is uniquely determined by the energy difference (within various broadening effects) 
between the two levels involved in laser action and (2) the mode characteristics of the 
resonance frequency in an optical cavity used for light amplification. The spectral 
linewidth of a cw gas laser may be estimated by” 
愿 （2.6) 
where P is the power of the light emitted and Sv (in Hz) is the half width of the optical 
cavity determined by the characteristics of the mirrors. The typical linewidth of gas lasers 
9 
ranges from 〜1 M H z to 〜1 GHz. Linewidth as narrow as 〜1 Hz may also be obtained 
using special setups.i4 
4. Brightness 
The brightness of a light source may be realized by considering the power density of a 
specific frequency emitted per unit surface area per unit solid angle. The combination of 
high collimation, small beam size, and narrow linewidth of laser radiation results in very 
high photon density in a narrow frequency range. As a result, lasers are very bright sources 
even through their total power outputs are only on the order of m W to W . For instance, a 5 
m W near infrared diode laser at 1.5 jum with a beam size of 3 m m diameter and a 
1 £： 9 1 
linewidth of 1 M H z corresponds to a photon emission rate of 3.8 x 10 m_ s_ . The 
corresponding black body temperature is about 3.6 x K. This temperature cannot be 
achieved by any conventional source. 
5. Ultra short pulses 
The high coherence of laser radiation allows the production of ultra short laser pulses 
with duration around s (or even s).^ ^ Very fast events such as collision-induced 
decay of exited levels,^  isomerization of excited molecules,^ ^ and predissociation^ ^ can 
then be monitored in real-time using these short pulses. In addition to the ultrahigh 
resolution in time achieved by pulse lasers that allow the study of fundamental pico- and 
femtosecond dynamical processes in the molecular physics and chemistry, they also 
provide very high power density during pulse to study the very weak nonlinear optical 
effects in molecular systems. A sub-picosecond laser may give a peak power up to 1 G W , 
which is much higher than that from a cw laser. A number of modem spectroscopic 
techniques such as nonlinear laser-Raman and 3- and 4- wave mixing may be investigated 
10 
using these ultra short pulse lasers.^ ^ 
2C. Common Laser Sources 
In addition to categorizing lasers based on their time resolution (i.e. pulse and cw), 
laser sources can also be categorized based on the nature of the laser gain medium. 
TABLE 1 lists some common laser sources and their output frequencies. As shown in the 
table, these sources can be used in a variety of applications. 
2D. The Construction of a Near Infrared Spectrometer 
Laser spectroscopy is a new research discipline in our Department. In building our 
laboratory to pursue spectroscopic studies, we have assembled a state-of-the-art high 
resolution laser spectrometer, the centerpiece of our instruments. The spectrometer covers 
about 9800 - 13800 cm一丄 with a spectral purity of 〜500 kHz using a Ti:sapphire laser 
pumped by an argon ion laser. An in-house frequency calibration and data acquisition 
software was written using the industrial-standard Lab VIEW® programming language， 
The performance of the spectrometer was tested using some known transitions of I2 and 
H2O in this region. The details of the spectrometer are given below. 
1. Laser Sources 
a. Near infrared source 
The output radiation source of our spectrometer is a commercial ring laser system 
(Model 899-21) from Coherent Laser Group, Inc. The active medium is a titanium-doped 
sapphire (Ti:sapphire) crystal in which a small amount of TisOs (concentration 0.1 % - 0.5 
% ) is doped into the crystal of AI2O3 (sapphire).Ti^^ ions replace some Al〗. ions in the 
lattice. As shown in Fig 3a, the symmetry of ,the crystal exhibits Oh symmetry, which 
11 
TABLE 1 Performance of different types of lasers. They are categorized 
based on the nature of the laser gain medium. 
Gain medium Physical state Frequency cw output power Applicatioii 
coverage (nm) 
Ti: sapphire Solid 660 -1180 > 1 W Spectroscopic 
research ‘ 
Rhodamine 6G Liquid 520 - 650 > 1 W Spectroscopic 
research 
AlGaAs/GaAs Semiconductor 720 - 850 5-20 m W Laser printers 
Argon ions Gaseous 350 - 530 1-20 W Ophthalmology 
plasma 
Deuterium Gaseous 3600 - 4200 2.2 M W (Mid- Energy weapons 
fluoride plasma* Infrared Advanced 
Chemical Laser) 
* A chemical laser in which population inversion is obtained due to state-selected 
chemical reaction of deuterium and excited fluorine. 
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leaves the Ti^^ ion exposed in an octahedral crystal field of O^' ions. Fig. 3b shows the two 
electronic states due to the only 3d electron of Ti^ ^ ions. Near infrared emission is 
obtained from the transition ^E — Strong interaction of 3d electrons with the 
octahedral field gives a considerably larger equilibrium distance for the upper state than 
the lower state resulting broad absorption and fluorescence bands. This crystal emits 
radiation in one of the widest frequency range of 〜9800 - 13800 cm—i (i.e. 720 - 1015 
nm). 
The schematic diagram of the Coherent laser source is shown in Fig. The 
Ti:sapphire crystal is mounted on a special holder that provides precisely adjustable 
rotation for stable operation, the C axis of the crystal must be aligned in the plane of 
incidence and the Brewster surface must be maintained perpendicular to the plane of 
incidence. Otherwise, the birefringence of the Ti: sapphire crystal will combine with that of 
the birefringent filter, resulting in uneven tuning and increasing optical loss. The crystal of 
the laser has been pre-aligned in the factory to obtain optimum performance. 
Unlike most standing wave laser devices that bi-directional lasing takes place in the 
optical cavity, the 899-21 ring laser can produce unidirectional lasing. This is achieved by 
an optical diode composed of a Faraday rotator, an optically active crystal (optical rotator) 
and Brewster windows at both ends of the diode. Since the Faraday rotator changes the 
plane of polarization of light by angle + ^  of one direction of light propagation and - ^  of 
opposite direction and the optical rotator changes the plane of polarization of light by + (9 
in both directions of propagation, the net changes of polarization will be different 
depending on the direction of propagation. As a result, light travelling along the direction 
in which the effects of Faraday rotator and optical rotator cancel out will retain its 
polarization and pass through the Brewster windows with little or no loss. On the other 
hand, light travelling along the opposite direction will have a net change of 26 in 
13 
Fig. 3(a) The unit cell structure of titanium-doped sapphire crystal showing 
the octahedral crystal field experienced by the Ti^ ^ ion. Fig. 3(b) The two 
electronic states ^E and ^Ti resulted from octahedral splitting of 3d orbital. 
(a) 
〇 Ti3+ ion I D ^ 
A O • & 订 I ^ . 




3d electron 2 




Fig. 4 The schematic diagram of our commercial Ti:sapphire ring laser from 
Coherent The laser cavity is formed by four mirrors Ml, M3, M4 and M5. 
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polarization and therefore will be blocked by the Brewster windows. The function of an 
optical diode in an optical cavity is therefore similar to an electrical diode in an electrical 
circuit. It allows only one direction of laser propagation in the cavity. As a result, a ring 
laser in which light only passes the active medium once per a round-trip, is obtained. The 
advantage of a ring laser is the reduction of optical feedback and dispersion for more 
stable operation. 
The 899-21 ring laser incorporates two frequency controls, namely, a three plate 
birefiringent filter and an intracavity etalon assembly^ ^ to reduce the emission linewidth to 
about 10 MHz. The three plate birefiingent filter allows broadband operation with a 
bandwidth of 2 GHz. This filter is uncoated and mounted at Brewster angle to ensure 
maximum tuning range. The birefringent plate is placed between two polarizers with 
parallel orientation to prevent the reflection loss of the input beam on entering the plate. 
The birefringent filter provides a broad tuning range with extremely low insertion loss, 0.1 
nm repeatability, and 0.01 nm resolution. The intracavity etalon assembly (ICA) consists 
of a thick etalon to discriminate against the adjacent longitudinal modes of the cavity and 
a thin etalon to discriminate against the adjacent transmission maxima. Then the 
operational bandwidth may be narrowed to 10 MHz. The plane-parallel plate of 
transparent material in the etalon within cavity is coated to a suitably high reflectivity 
value R in both plane surfaces. 
Transmission maxima of etalon occur at frequency Vn^^ 
_ nc 
二 InM^^e (2.7) 
where « is an integer, n” is etalon refractive index, L is its length, and 0 is angle of 
refraction in the etalon, respectively. Since L is comparatively smaller than the length of 
the cavity, the small change of the refraction angle is needed to tune the transmission 
maxima to match the mode nearest the peak of the laser gain profile. Etalon placed 
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between the ends of mirrors selects one particular wavelength of light for amplification. 
The reflected light, which is completely plane polarized to select polarization experiences 
gain and is amplified within cavity. A piezoelectrically control tweeter corrects the fast 
cavity length variation. Combining all these frequency controls, linewidth may be 
narrowed to 500 kHz R M S , which can thus be considered as single-frequency output. 
Single-frequency scanning in range up to 24 GHz is obtained by continuously varying 
the cavity length with the rotating galvanometer driven Brewster plate. The Brewster plate 
is mounted at the vertex of the optical beam path. This design minimizes displacement of 
the intra-cavity beam while maintaining a constant reflection loss of about 0.4% during a 
scan. 
The frequency of the 899-21 can be scanned continuously for 24 GHz by applying a 
D C ramp voltage from -5 to 5 V to electrically tune the laser cavity through the 
piezoelectric mount of the ICA. The starting frequency of each scan can be chosen from 
one of the thin etalon modes using an offset voltage. Since each thin etalon mode is 
separated by about 0.3 cm—i, a change of 20 GHz in frequency can be achieved by hopping 
2 thin etalon modes. By repeating the continuous scanning and mode hopping procedures, 
we can have a continuous coverage with about 4 GHz (0.14 cm'^) overlap in each scan. 
The schematic scanning process is shown in Fig. 5. For covering frequency of wider than 7 
cm—1, the birfringent filter needs to be adjusted to a different mode for optimal power. To 
cover all the emission range of the Ti: sapphire crystal, three sets of cavity mirrors are 
used: (i) Short-wave optics set for 720 nm to 825 nm, (ii) Mid-wave optics set for 790 nm 
to 925 nm, and (iii) Long-wave optics set for 925 nm to 1015 nm. The whole spectral 
range from 720 nm to 1015 nm can thus be continuously covered. 
17 
Fig. 5 The schematic scanning mechanism of ring laser, (a) 24 GHz in a 
single scan by applying ramp voltage from -5 V to 5 V. (b) Return to the 
starting point, (c) Shift of 2 thin etalon modes ( � 2 0 GHz) to the new starting 
point for another 24 GHz scan by thin etalon offset voltage. There is an 
overlap of 4 GHz ( � 0 . 1 3 cm'^) between scans. 
(a) 
• 
1 贫 starting point 1 ^^  ending point 
(b) 
<   
1 St starting point 1 这 ending point 
(C) 
4 GHz Overlap 
• 
pt starting point starting point ending point 
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b. Pump source for Ti:sapphire laser 
A 15 W argon ion laser from Spectra-Physics (BeamLok 2080-15S) operated at multi-
line configuration was used to excite the Ti:sapphire crystal. The basic principle of argon 
ion lasers are well d o c u m e n t e d " The argon gas is ionized by continuous electrical 
discharge, and then further excited by electron impacts. Since the rate of 4p — 4s radiative 
transition is much slower than that of 4s -> population inversion between the 4p and 
4s levels is achieved by the accumulation of argon ions in the 4p level. The sublevels due 
to spin-orbit coupling in the 4p and 4s levels produce more than 15 lasing frequencies 
ranging from 350 nm to 530 nm, with the two strongest emission lines at 488.0 nm (blue) 
and 514.5 nm (green). 
Since the discharge plasma of the argon gas is generated using high current (〜60 A) 
and voltage supply (〜500 V), efficient cooling is essential for its stable operation. In an 
ideal case, chilled water is preferable. In a normal run, it takes at least half an hour for the 
laser to become thermally steady for stable operation. 
2E. Frequency Calibration and Data Acquisition System 
The output of the 899-21 Ti:sapphire laser is highly monochromatic with a spectral 
purity of 〜500 kHz. Nevertheless, the frequency of its output is not known accurately 
unless a frequency calibration procedure is carried out. Two approaches of frequency 
calibration have been implemented into our laser spectrometer. In the first approach, a 
wavelength meter (wavemeter) from Burleigh Inc. was used to measure the frequency of 
laser output. The wavemeter based on the Michelson interferometry (Fig. gives a 
resolution of 0.001 cm—i. In the second approach, the frequency was calibrated using some 
known frequency standards together with 300 M H z frequency markers obtained from a 
spectrum analyzer (SA), which is based on the Fabry-Perot type confocal interferometer 
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Fig. 6 The schematic diagram of the wavemeter from Burleigh Inc. It gives a 
resolution of 0.001 based on the principle ofMichelson interferometry. 
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* WA-1000 and WA-I500 Wavemeter Operating Manual (Burleigh Instrument Inc.，New 
York, 1998). 
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(Fig. 7).2o Since the length of the SA changed with temperature due to thermal 
expansion/contraction, a vacuum housing was constructed to give thermally stable 
environment for the operation of SA so that constant separation between frequency 
markers was obtained. In the second approach the frequency was calibrated using some 
absorptions of I2 reported in the literature.^ ^ Fig. 8 shows the hardware setup for the 
frequency calibration and data acquisition system. 
As shown in Fig. 8, the output of the Ti:sapphire laser was split into four components: 
wavemeter (WA), spectrum analyzer (SA), reference gas cell (R), and sample system. 
These 4 channels of data together with the ramp voltage for laser scanning were sampled 
with respect to the same reference time and stored in a personal computer for later 
analysis. While the wavemeter reads only 3 digits after the decimal point, we extrapolated 
one more digit using least squares fits of the data as discussed in Ref. 8. TABLE 2 shows 
the absorption frequencies of some H2O absorptions measured using our wavemeter 
compared to literature values. It is seen that the wavemeter reading gives an average 
shift of 0.0002 cirfi with a standard deviation of about 0.0006 cm~\ W e therefore 
expected that the measurement uncertainty is about 0.001 cm"^ using the wavemeter for 
calibration. When using SA and reference gas absorption for calibration, we first 
determined the accurate marker separation of the SA by measuring the number of markers 
between two I2 absorptions with known frequencies. An average marker separation of 
0.00999394 cm"^ was obtained from over 120 repeated measurements of various pairs of 
absorptions in different regions. The accuracy of this average was then examined by 
comparing the frequency of 5 other pairs of I2 transitions based on the products of the 
average marker separation and the number of markers separated by the pairs. It is seen 
from TABLE 3 that this approach led to a calibration uncertainty of < 0.001 cm~\ Both 
approaches therefore give about the same accuracy in frequency calibration. Nevertheless, 
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Fig. 7 Schematic view of spectrum analyzer. The spectrum analyzer is made 
of a pair of high reflectivity concave mirrors, which are separated by a 
distance equal to their radii of the curvature, 
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* G. Hemandy, Fabry-Perot Interferometer (Cambridge University Press, London, 1986). 
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Fig. 8 The schematic diagram of our home-built Ti:sapphire laser 
spectrometer. 
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TABLE 2 Absorption frequencies of H2O calibrated against the wavemeter. 
All values are reported in wavenumber. The average difference is 
+ 0.0002 cm_i with standard deviation 0.0006 cm\ 
Measured value Literature value* Difference 
(Measured value - Literature value ) 
“ 12661.1100 12661.1102 +0.0008 
12661.9485 12661.9495 -0.0010 
12665.1597 12665.1595 +0.0002 
12667.7525 12667.7522 +0.0003 
12671.8619 12671.8620 -0.0001 
12675.4327 12675.4320 +0.0007 
12678.8097 12678.8100 -0.0003 
12685.7699 12685.7690 +0.0009 
12692.4106 12692.4101 •+0.0005 
“Transition frequency obtained from Ref. 22. 
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TABLE 3 Frequency calibration using I2 reference absorptions and 300 MHz 
frequency markers. Pairs of I2 transitions were chosen in each case. The first 
transition of each pair was used as a reference for calibration. The average 
marker separation of 0.00999394 cm'^  was used. The second transition was 
measured based on the reference frequency, number of markers and the 
average marker separation. The values shown in the table are in units of 
wavenimiber. The average difference is 0.0001 cm"^  with uncertainty 
土 0.0008 C U T " 
Reference Calibrated I7 transition 
transition frequency Measured Literature Difference 
value value* (Measured value - Literature value ) 
12375.2147 12375.4420 12375.4414 +0.0006 
12560.9690 12561.491012561.4884 +0.0026 
12640.7628 12640.925112640.9257 -0.0006 
12802.0302 12802.140012802.1413 -0.0013 
12802.0302 12802.290712802.2915 -0.0008 
“Transitions frequency obtained from Ref. 21. 
料 Average of 30 repeated measurements. 
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the use of wavemeter is simpler. In the normal operation, we measure data needed for 
both calibration approaches so that we can cross-examine the frequency measurements if 
necessary. 
The signals from various channels were detected by the Si PIN diode detectors and 
digitized by an analog-to-digital (A/D) board before storing in a personal computer. An in-
house GUI software for frequency calibration and data acquisition was written using 
Lab VIEW® programming language for this purpose. The detailed discussion of our 
software program can be found in Ref. 8. 
2F. Spectrometer Performance Tests 
After completing the construction of the spectrometer, the detection limit of the 
instrument was tested. With about 10% noise (Fig. 9) from the NIR output, it is 
impossible to detect any absorption signal weaker than the noise level unless some special 
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techniques were applied. Three different techniques based on phase-sensitive detection 
were tested. 
Phase sensitive detection (also known as lock-in amplification) is a powerful 
technique for picking up weak signals in a very noisy background. By modulating the 
signals with a reference frequency and subsequent synchronously demodulating the 
signals at the reference frequency after data processing using a lock-in amplifier, one can 
efficiently reduce the detection bandwidth and hence the noise of detection since all 
random noise not modulated at the reference frequency will not be picked up in the 
demodulation process. The typical detection limit using phase-sensitive detection ranges 
from 10-2 to 10—8 depending on the specific modulation scheme. The performance of our 
spectrometer using power-modulated phase-sensitive detection〗^  and concentration-
modulated phase-sensitive detection^ ^ in White celf^ configuration was tested. In the 
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Fig. 9 The time variation of output power of Ti:sapphire laser. A power 
fluctuation of about 10 % was obtained. 
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following, these results will be compared to the sensitivity of cavity enhanced absorption 
spectroscopy (CEAS) with fast power-modulated phase-sensitive detection developed in 
o 
our laboratory. 
1. Power-modulated phase-sensitive detection 
A White cell26 (Fig. 10) of 5 cm in diameter and 2 m long was used for this test. The 
spherical mirrors used for multi-reflection were 2.5 m in radius of curvature. NIR laser 
light of power 〜60 m W was focused in the first entrance mirror, then entered the cell and 
bounced back and forth between the three mirrors. A total of 32 passes were obtained to 
give an effective optical path of 64 m. A mechanical chopper was placed in front of the 
cell to power modulate the laser beam at 6 kHz. The laser light exiting the cell was 
detected using Si PIN diode and demodulated using a lock-in amplifier referenced at the 
chopping frequency. At a pressure of 12.0 Torr, the absorption of acetylene at 12724.2596 
cm—1 gave a fractional absorption of 0.11 with a signal-to-noise (S/N) ratio of 2.5. From 
the spectrum, the noise background was estimated to be 5.9 xlO'^ which sets the average 
detection limit of 1.8 x 10'^  per pass (Fig. 11) for this scheme. 
2. Concentration-modulated phase-sensitive detection 
In this test, we measured the absorption signals of nitrogen ions (N2+) generated in a 
2 m hollow cathode with White cell configuration.^ ^ (Fig. 12) The gaseous plasma was 
generated by discharging a gas mixture of 500 mTorr of helium and 20 mTorr of nitrogen 
using 10 kHz A C high voltage at 〜500 V with a peak current of 〜1 A. The discharge cell 
was cooled with ethanol at -60 to remove the heat generated in the plasma. Because of 
the special design of hollow cathode cell, gas discharges only occurred in half of the 
discharge cycle?^ In other words, the concentration of the N2+ varied periodically at the 
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Fig. 11 The spectrum of 12.0 Ton acetylene with 32 passes in the multi-pass 
cell. 
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Fig. 12 The schematic diagram of concentration-modulated phase-sensitive 
detection. 
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discharge frequency as a result of finite lifetime of ions. 
The laser radiation of 〜60 m W was aligned to have 20 passes for a total of 40 m in 
optical path. The signal was detected using a Si PIN diode and processed using a lock-in 
amplifier referenced at the A C discharge frequency. Since the concentration and hence the 
absorption signals of N2+ were modulated but not the laser power, the detection was not 
affected by the random noise of the NIR power fluctuation. It is therefore a zero-
background detection scheme. As a result, a much better sensitivity could be achieved. As 
shown in Fig. 13, two N2+ peaks were observed with better S/N ratio. The fractional 
absorption of the weaker peak at 12696.0804 cm"^ was about 1.32 x 10'^  with a S/N ratio 
of 5.5. Based on this observation, we estimated the noise equivalent absorption to be AI/I 
~ 2.4 xlO-6, corresponding to an average of 1.2 x 10'^  per pass. 
3. Comparison with the sensitivity of cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy 
In addition to the performance tests using different phase-sensitive detection schemes 
with White cell configuration, our spectrometer was also tested for performance using 
Cavity Enhanced Absorption Spectroscopy (CEAS).^ '^^ ^ Fig. shows the spectra of 
water absorption at 12609.0729 cm'^ recorded at pressure of 1 Torr. In Fig. 14a，the 
spectrum was obtained by directly digitizing the signal form Si PIN diode detector. It is 
seen that a S/N ratio of 3.5 was obtained with noise equivalent absorption of AI/I 
3 . 3 X 10'\ corresponding to an average detection limit of 2.0 x 10"^  per pass. In Fig. 14b, 
the same transition was recorded using fast power-modulated phase-sensitive detection 
coupled with CEAS.^ The S/N ratio in Fig. 14b is about 80，corresponding to an average 
detection limit of AI/I 9.1 x 10"^  per pass. 
It is interesting to compare the sensitivity of various detection techniques used in our 
laboratory. TABLE 4 lists the sensitivity of all the four detection schemes discussed here. 
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Fig. 13 The spectrum of N2+ with 20 passes and discharge current 1 A in the 
hollow cathode cell. 
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Fig. 14 The transition of H2O at 12609.0729 cm"^  resulted from different 
data processing routines. The spectrum obtained without the lock-in 
amplifier is shown in (a) whereas the same spectrum obtained using lock-in 
detection is shown in (b). The use of the lock-in technique improves the S/N 
ratio, by a factor of 20. 
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Fig. 14a The spectrum obtain without the lock-in amplifier. 
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Fig. 14b The spectrum obtain with the lock-in amplifier. 
* M. C. Chan, and S. H. Yeung, Chem. Phys. Lett., 373, 100(2003). 
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TABLE 4. The sensitivity of different detection schemes. Concentration-
modulated phase-sensitive detection gives the best per-pass sensitivity. CEAS 
with power-modulated phase-sensitive detection gives the best overall 
sensitivity. 
Detection scheme Experimental condition Sensitivity AI/I 
Multi-pass cell with 12.0 Torr of Acetylene with 6 kHz 5.9 x 10'^  
power modulation chopper modulation and beam average 1.8 x lO'Vpass 
achieve 32 passes 
Multi-pass cell with Nitrogen ions are produced by 2.4 x 10'^  
molecular modulation discharging current 1.0 A and average 1.2 x 10"^/pass 
beam achieve 20 passes 
Direct CEAS 1。0 Torr of Water without any 3.3 x 10"^  
modulation average 2.0 x /pass 
CEAS ^ p o w e r 1.0 Torr of Water with 4 kHz 1.5 x 10"^  
modulation of chopper chopper modulation average 9.1 x 10"^  /pass 
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It is found that the concentration-modulated phase-sensitive detection gives the best per-
pass sensitivity whereas the CEAS with power-modulated phase-sensitive detection gives 
the best overall sensitivity because of the exceedingly long effective optical path together 
with synchronous demodulation. The disadvantage of CEAS is that the cavity mirrors 
cover much narrower frequency range compared to the multi-traversal mirrors. It will be 
interesting to study the achievable sensitivity using CEAS with concentration-modulated 
phase-sensitive detection. The combined advantages of zero-background detection of 
concentration modulation and exceedingly long optical path of CEAS are expected, in 
principle, to reach a detection limit of 〜10-9 ^ ^^ p^g^ Further investigation along this line 
is underway in our laboratory. 
2G. Summary 
A state-of-the-art high resolution NIR laser spectrometer has been setup with 
computer-controlled frequency calibration and data acquisition system. The uncertainty in 
absolute frequency measurements is about 0.0010 cm'\ A detection sensitivity on the 
order of AI/I 10"^  has been obtained using concentration-modulated phase-sensitive 
detection in White cell setup with an effective optical path of 〜40 m. The sensitivity of 
this modulation scheme is about 3 - 4 orders of magnitude better than that of power 
modulation scheme under the same conditions. CEAS with power-modulated phase-
sensitive detection gives a sensitivity of 9.1 x 10"^ . The combination of CEAS with 
concentration-modulated phase-sensitive detection promises to reach sensitivity 
comparable to photoacoustic spectroscopy.^ ^ 
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Chapter 3 
Study of Pressure Broadening of Water Using 
Cavity Enhanced Absorption Spectroscopy 
After the construction and performance tests of our laser spectrometer, it was used for 
studying the pressure broadening of near infrared transitions due to water molecules. As 
32 • • 
shown below, the contribution of pressure to the observed linewidth is far less important 
than that of Doppler effect. This study therefore serves as rigorous tests for the ultimate 
performaiice of our instrument in terms of resolution and sensitivity. In this chapter, the 
details of our experiments will be discussed。 
3A. Background 
Spectral transitions often exhibit finite widths due to a variety of broadening 
mechanisms.33，34 Depending on the nature of broadening mechanisms, the resulting 
resonance frequency and linewidth may or may not be the same as molecules of the same 
type. Homogeneous broadening is used to describe the former case while inhomogeneous 
broadening is used for the latter case. The common broadening mechanisms will be 
discussed below. 
1. Natural linewidth 
Natural linewidths arise from the finite lifetime of the states involved in the 
transitions. According to the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle, the finite lifetime (x) gives 
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rise to an uncertainty in energy (AE) of the state following the relationship 
〜/^Av.r 〜/i (3.1) 
where h is the Planck's constant/2tt. Using this relationship, t may be used to semi-
qualitatively estimate the natural linewidth (full width at half maximum, F W H M ) Avof 
spectral transitions or vice versa. The quantitative treatment of natural linewidth can be 
found in a number of literatures.^ '^ 34 The common approach involves a classical model of 
damped oscillator. Using this treatment, it can be shown that the natural line profile 
assumes the Lorentzian functional form^ '^  
“ " 。 ) = 7 “ 、 二 \ 2、2 , (3.2) (v-vo) 
where v is the frequency around the central frequency VQ and y is the damping constant, 
respectively. In the case of spontaneous emission, it can be shown that y is equal to the 
Einstein A coefficient, which corresponds to the inverse of the lifetime T of the excited 
state^ ^ defined as the time required for the intensity to decrease to 1/e of its initial value. 
The F W H M ^^ natural of t^ c Loreiitzian profile can be shown to be 
、 霞 (3.3) 
The result agrees to Eq. 3.1 based on the Uncertainty Principle. In practice, the 
contribution of natural linewidth to the observed spectral width is often very small. For 
instance, a lifetime of 10'^  s in the excited state gives rise to a natural linewidth of 〜16 
M H z according to Eq. 3.3. This width is about the same as the instrumental limited 
linewidth of our laser spectrometer. 
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2. Doppler linewidth 
The Doppler width arises from the random thermal motion of gaseous molecules 
under thermodynamic equilibrium. According to the Doppler effect, the resonance photon 
frequency v” of a molecule varies depending on velocity v of the molecule^^ 
口 唇 (3.4) 
where VQ 二(五2一五1)/力，is the transition frequency of static molecules and p = vl c . 
Since the velocity distribution of a system of gas molecules under equilibrium condition 
follows the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution^ ^ 
f \l/2 
iV^v 二 ^  e-一丨idv, (3.5) \2KkT y 
where k is the Boltzmann's constant, T is the absolute temperature and m is the mass of 
the gas particles. The resulting line profile due to Doppler effect assumes the form^ '^  
( 、 1 r m c M 
= — i r ^ # , (3.6) 1/�\27±T) 
where c is the speed of light. The Doppler profile is known to be a Gaussian function. The 
F W H M A V 乃 哪 , 枕 of a Doppler profile can be determined by the equation^ ^ 
, 2Vo \2kTIn2 , ” � 
〜 一 = ~ f ^ h r ‘ (3.7) 
For a transition at 12500 cm'\ the linewidth (FWHM) is estimated to be 〜1083 M H z 
(0.0361 cm]), which is much greater than natural linewidth. 
3. Collision broadening 
Collision broadening of linewidth is also known as pressure broadening since 
increasing gas pressure increases the collision rate among molecules to give rise to 
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increasing linewidth. While the quantitative treatments of pressure broadening are rather 
complicated because of the limited information on intermolecular interactions and 
potentials, it may be qualitatively explained by the dephasing due to collision?? 
Dephasing shortens the lifetime of excited state, resulting a finite width. By considering 
the excited molecule A as a damped oscillator with an inelastic collision with molecule B, 
one can obtain a Lorentzian line profile^ ^ 
“ " 。 ) = 7 ^ ^ 2 、 2 ， (3.8) 




where t。is the average time between collisions. Since the average time between 
collisions is inversely proportional to the pressure of the gas, the F W H M v^-p^ essure can 
then be written as 
^y,ressure=bp (3.10) 
where b is known as the pressure broadening parameter and p is the pressure. The 
quantitative calculation of Z? is a very difficult theoretical problem. The values of b 
determined in experiments are in the order of 10 MHz/Torr. In addition to the line 
broadening with increasing pressure, spectral transitions also exhibit frequency shift in the 
order of 1 MHz/Torr. In the near infrared region, the contribution of pressure broadening 
to the observed linewidth is very little compared to the Doppler broadening. 
4. Power broadening 
The use of high power laser source for spectroscopic studies has led to the power 
broadening. This mechanism arises from the fact that the molecular systems oscillate 
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between the two states connected by the radiation field at the Rabi frequency • In 
other words, the system only stays at the excited state for a duration bJ: 二 Tjz I co 议. 
According to the Uncertainty Principle, the uncertainties in energy and frequency due to 
the finite time in the excited state are 
A ^ 〜 , (3.11) LK 
which leads to a F W H M A v?。暫 of 
A v ， 〜 告 . （3.12) 
For a transition with Rabi frequency of rad/s, the corresponding linewidth becomes 
250 MHz. 
5. Transit-time broadening 
The interaction time between the radiation and molecules gives rise to a line 
broadening effect. Because of the finite interaction time experienced by the molecules as 
shown in Fig. 15, the electromagnetic radiation can no longer be considered as infinite 
long. As a result, the electromagnetic oscillation with finite length can be treated as a 
linear combination of infinitely distributed sinusoidal waves at different frequencies. 
Using the Fourier transformation, the profile of transitions can be expressed as^ ^ 
F { k > r f{x)e-''^dx (3.13) 
J—00 
where f ( x ) , ^ and x are the function of undamped oscillator, the wave vector, and the 
displacement from equilibrium position, respectively. The F W H M A due to this 
mechanism can be estimated to be 
A v — ” 风 ， （3.14) 
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Fig. 15 Molecules experience an electromagnetic wave of finite length 
When a molecular beam interacts with a laser beam, only finite interaction 
time is obtained when molecules pass through the laser beam. 
k — • 
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which is negligibly small compared to the Doppler broadening. 
6. Observed spectral profiles 
The experimentally observed spectral profile, which is the sum of the profiles arising 
from all broadening effects, depends on the lineshape of the most dominant mechanism. 
As discussed above, the lifetime broadening, pressure broadening, power broadening, and 
transit-time broadening all assuming the shape of a Lorentzian function are homogeneous 
broadening mechanisms while the Doppler broadening assuming a Gaussian function is a 
inhomogeneous mechanism. The observed line profile can therefore be interpreted by a 
combination of Gaussian and Lorentzian functions. Fig. 16 shows a Gaussian function and 
a Lorentzian function of the same linewidth.^ "^  With the same integrated intensity, 
Gaussian profile gives more prominent absorption as shown in the figure. TABLE 5 shows 
the linewidth in different spectral regions due to different mechanisms. Based on this 
table, it is obvious that the Lorentzian profile is dominant in the radio frequency and 
microwave regions while the Gaussian profile dominates in the higher frequency regions. 
In the latter case, the observed line profiles can be interpreted as a convolution of a series 
of homogeneous line profiles assuming the Lorentzian functions as shown in Fig. 17.34 
This is also known as the Voigt profile.^ ^ As shown in the figure, the Voigt profile is very 
close to a Doppler profiles except with longer tails. In our experiments, the homogeneous 
pressure broadening parameters were obtained assuming Voigt profiles for the observed 
transitions and pressure broadening to be the only contribution to the Lorentizian 
lineshape. 
3B. Experimental Apparatus 
Cavity enhanced absorption spectroscopy (CEAS)^^ using a fast power-modulating 
laser radiation^ was set up for our linewidth studies. This approach, which is a variation of 
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Fig. 16 Gaussian and Lorentzian profiles with the same line widths. The total 
areas of two curves are the same� 
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TABLE 5 A comparison of relative importance of various broadening 
mechamisms in different spectral regions. The broadening values shown in 
the table are in units of MHz. 
Frequency Natural Doppler Collision Power Transit-time 
broadening^ broadening^ broadening^ broadening^ broadening^ 
0.05 cm] 16 0.002 ~To ^ 3 
(Radio frequency) 
25 cm] 16 2 10 3 
(Microwave) 
12500 cm] 16 ITOO 10 ^ 3 
(Near infrared) 
25000 cm] 16 10 3 
(Visible) 
250000 cm] 16 22000 10 250 3 
(Ultra violet) 
1 8 
From Eq. 3.1, assuming a lifetime of 10' s. 
2 From Eq. 3.7, assuming a molar mass 18. 
3 pi-om Eq. 3.10, assuming = 10 M H z andp = 1 Torr. 
4 From Eq. 3.12, assuming cor 二 lO】。rad/s. 
5 From Eq. 3.14, assuming molecular speed of 500 m/s and a laser beam of 1 m m in 
diameter. 
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Fig. 17 The typical Gaussian dominated line profile (Voigt profile) obtained in 
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the sensitive cavity ringdown spectroscopy (CRDS) initiated by O'Keefe and Deacon,^^ 
g 
was developed in our laboratory and discussed in details in the thesis of Yeung. For 
detailed review of C R D S and CEAS, please refer to Ref. 36. 
In the original form of cavity ringdown spectroscopy initiated by O'Keefe and 
D e a c o n ,the decay of a light pulse trapped in a high finesse optical cavity was measured 
by recording the time variation of the light leaking out from the cavity using a fast 
response detector. The signals, which are proportional to the power in the cavity assuming 
a first-order decay rate, can be expressed by^^ 
/ = /o 一 (3.15) 
with r^ = / / „、, (3.16) 
c(l - R) 
where I is the intensity after a round-trip, lo is the initial intensity, r^ is the ringdown time, 
d is the length of the cavity, c is the speed of light, and R is the reflectivity of the pair of 
concave mirrors, respectively. If the cavity is filled with gas molecules with a molar 
absorption coefficient /c, the decay can be shown to the form in Eq. 3.15 with 
= - 7 - ( 3 . 1 7 ) 
By comparing the decay constant (i.e. the inverse of the ringdown time) with and without 
the gas molecules at different frequencies, one can obtain the values of /c as a function of 
frequency (i.e. the spectrum of a particular molecule). The high sensitivity of CRDS arises 
from two important facts. The high reflectivity of the cavity mirrors allows the trapped 
light to travel many times before complete dissipation to obtain an optical path of tens 
kilometers and the determination of decay constants is independent of the variation of 
initial power trapped in the cavity. The latter makes the CRDS technique insensitive to the 
laser source noise. 
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Following the initial CRDS work by O'Keefe and Deacon^^ using a pulse laser, cw 
lasers used in C R D S was also adopted based on a mode-locking scheme in which the 
cavity frequency was actively locked to the laser frequency to maintain the resonance 
condition (for the injection of laser power) at all time together with an optical switch to 
interrupt the laser light periodically for monitoring the power decay. Because of the 
complexity of the apparatus, it has been implemented in only a handful of laboratories 
even though it achieves very high sensitivity. 
CEAS27 initiated by Engeln, Berden, Peeters and Meijer is a variation of CRDS in 
which the time-integrated signal of the power buildup but not the power decay in the 
cavity is measured. In a typical CEAS experiment, an unstablized cavity is aligned to have 
dense multifold of high order transverse modes. Thus the injection of laser power occurs 
quasicontinuously whenever there is an accidental mode matching between the cavity and 
laser. Piezoelectric controlled cavity mirrors are often used to improve the efficiency of 
laser injection into the cavity during laser scanning. Since CEAS measures the power 
buildup in the cavity, additional noise will be introduced by the shot-to-shot noise of the 
resonance processes as well as the laser power noise. By using a fast chopping (at � 4 
kHz) laser and phase-sensitive detection, we found that this shot-to-shot noise can be 
greatly minimized at 〜700 Hz piezoelectric modulation of the cavity mirrors to give a 
sensitivity of about 4.4 x ICT? H z — 严 Qur experiments were carried out using the same 
setup discussed in Ref. 8. 
The schematic diagram of our experimental setup is shown in Fig. 18. Ti:sapphire laser 
output at 〜5 m W was used in our studies. The laser beam was coupled into the 1.75 m 
cavity cell by piezoelectrically modulating the cavity mirrors using 700 Hz triangular 
waves. A mechanical chopper operated at 〜4 kHz was placed in front of the cavity 

















































































































































































































































































































































collect the power leaking from the cavity and then the signals were demodulated by a lock-
in amplifier referenced at the chopping frequency. The demodulated signals were digitized 
by a digital oscilloscope and stored in a personal computer for further analysis. An in-
house Lab V I E W program written by Yeung^ was used for the frequency calibration and 
data acquisition. 
The experiments were done at room temperature, which was assumed to be constant 
(298 K) throughout. The gas pressure of water vapor was measured by the Mini-
Convection (Model 275) from Ganville-Philips. The uncertainty in pressure measurements 
was estimated to be 士 10 mTorr. 
Five water transitions were used for our studies. For each transition, four repeated 
scans at each pressure reading were recorded. The pressure range used for this study was 
restricted to the regime following the Beer-Lambert Law. This requirement often tr职slates 
to < 30 % absorbance. Fig. 19 shows the absorbance of the transition of H2O at 
12626.6464 cm'^ as a function of pressure. It is seen that the absorbance starts to deviate 
from the linear relationship when it is greater than 30%. The typical pressure ranged from 
100 to 5000 mTorr. The observed profile of each transition was then fitted by a Voigt 
profile to obtain the pressure broadening parameters. 
3C. Results and Discussion 
1. Data analysis 
The transitions of water used for this study are located at 12588.1560 c m \ 
12604.0683 cm \ 12626.6464 cm"\ 12629.7597 cm'\ and 12635.5464 cm \ respectively. 
By restricting the transmittance to less than 30%, the S/N ratio ranges between 20 and 35. 
Assuming Voigt profiles for the transitions, the pressure broadening parameters were 
37 
obtained using the approach of B. Kalmar and J. J. O'Brien. In this approach the 
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Fig. 19 Typical absorbance of water at different pressures. The transition at 
12629.7597 cm'^  was recorded. The linear relation starts deviation at 0.7 Torr 
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absorption profile after normalization assumed to be a convolution of pressure broadening 
profiles at different center frequencies due to the Doppler shift take the form 
r n i /2 
m - ^ ^ — K{x,y) (3.18) 
^^MlDopplrt L 兀-
with = ^ 「 e x p H ) 论 , (3.19) 
n 上① + ( x —0 
where x 二 (3.20) _^^\llDoppler _ 
产 • 〜 2 P — . (3.21) 
_ ^^MlDoppler _ 
The parameters v, ^Vuiwessure and Av^^Doppier represent the peak frequency of the 
profile, the Lorentzian linewith (HWHM), and the Gaussian linewidth (HWHM), 
respectively. The variable v indicates a particular frequency of the absorption profile. By 
setting, for each transition, the value of ^ VxnDoppier using Eq. 3.7, the experimental line 
profiles were fitted using Eq. 3.18 to 3.21, the values of ^Vmvressure were then 
determined for each transition by minimizing the residual between the calculated and the 
observed profiles. For each transition, our reported l^ Vinvressure value at each pressure was 
obtained by averaging the four repeated scans. After obtaining the values of ^Vinvxassure 
at different pressures, the pressure broadening parameters b were calculated from the slope 
of a plot of AVi/2Pre 寶 against pressures based on Eq. 3.10. 
2. Results 
Figs. 20 and 21 show the typical fits of the transitions. It is seen that the residuals of 
the fits come mainly from the noise background with the present S/N ratio. TABLES 6, 7, 
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8，9, and 10 show the Lorentzian linewidth ( H W H M ) obtained from the data analysis for 
transitions. Figs. 22, 23, 24, 25, and 26 show the plots of A Vi^p而脚 against pressure for 
the corresponding transitions. The pressure broadening parameters obtained from the 
linear plot based on Eq. 3.10 are listed in TABLE 11. In the table, we also compared the 
corresponding literature values with HITRAN database. It is seen that the agreement 
between these two sets of data is satisfactory even though the precision of our 
measurements were not very high. The average ^ n^^ Yxessure appears to be quite accurate. 
3. Discussion 
The good agreement between our data and literature values suggests the applicability 
of our approach. Nevertheless, some modifications are needed to improve the accuracy 
and precision of our results. The S/N ratio needs to be improved to reduce the noise of the 
baseline. Since the noisy background will contribute to the variance of the fits in addition 
to the absorption peak, it is desirable to have the baseline as flat as possible. In order to 
achieve this, the present sensitivity needs to be improved by one to two orders of 
magnitude. Signal averaging technique is a common approach. It is known that the random 
noise can be reduced by a factor of VL'^ for averaging n scans. On the other hand, the signal 
averaging approach may not be practical in our case because of the long time duration 
needed. For instance, a single scan of our spectrum takes about 5 minutes to complete. To 
average the signals of 100 scans will take about 500 minutes, which is a long time to keep 
the laser stable. Another approach to improve the S/N ratio is to improve the sensitivity of 
detection. For instance, the heterodyne spectroscopy which requires very involved 
experimental setup to reach sensitivity better than 10'^  may be used?^ 
The ambient temperature fluctuation during the measurements may affect the 
Doppler component of the observed profiles. For instance, a change of 0.2 K in 
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Fig. 20 Observed fitted absorption profiles of water transition at 
12588.1560 cm-i. 
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Fig. 21 Observed fitted absorption profiles of water transition at 
12588 .1560 c m ] 
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TABLE 6 Average pressure broadening linewidths of water transition at 
12588.1560 cnfi derived at different gas pressures. 
I I ‘ I I ‘ ‘ 特 
Pressure (Torr) * Average pressure broadening (MHz) 
1 5.940 土 6.287 
L5 11.971 ±9.155 
2 16.892 土 10.941 
^ 21.907 + 5.520 
3 28.265 + 10.191 
* Uncertainty in pressure 土 10 mTorr. 
# Uncertainty in pressure broadening with 95 % confidence, values obtained by averaging 
four repeated scans. 
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TABLE 7 Average pressure broadening linewidths of water transition at 
12604.0683 cm"^  derived at different gas pressures. 
Pressure (Torr)* Average pressure broadening (MHz) 
^ 12.752 ±7.549 
^ 18.514 土 8.478 
08 24.571 ±2.965 
i 29.256 土 10.544 
LS 38.910 + 12.977 
* Uncertainty in pressure 土 10 mTorr. 
料 Uncertainty in pressure broadening with 95 % confidence, values obtained by averaging 
four repeated scans. 
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TABLE 8 Average pressure broadening linewidths of water transition at 
12626.6464 cm"^  derived at different gas pressures. 
I I • •_•••"'•__" I I # 
Pressure (Torr)* Average pressure broadening (MHz) 
0.5 8.671 ±7.427 
10.770 土 6.881 
1 14.494 土 8.967 
n 22.112 ±6.647 
2 27.395 ±3.213 
* Uncertainty in pressure 土 10 mTorr. 
社 Uncertainty in pressure broadening with 95 % confidence, values obtained by averaging 
four repeated scans. 
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TABLE 9 Average pressure broadening linewidths of water transition at 
12629.7597 cm"^  derived at different gas pressures. 
‘ ‘ I I I ' 'I I I I # 
Pressure (Torr)* Average pressure broadening (MHz) 
O 9.240 土 8.452 
12.600 ±11.013 
^ 17.340 ±8.056 
21.360 ±1.466 
i 24.240 ± 6.543 
* Uncertainty in pressure ±10 mTorr. 
祐 Uncertainty in pressure broadening with 95 % confidence, values obtained by averaging 
four repeated scans. 
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TABLE 10 Average pressure broadening linewidths of water transition at 
12635.5464 cm"^  derived at different gas pressures. 
‘ ‘ '11 ‘ ‘ ‘ I ‘ I II ‘ ‘‘ 样’ 
Pressure (Torr)* Average pressure broadening (MHz) 
1 8.490 ±5.755 
O 16.590 ±11.672 
2 22.320 土 7.623 
li 30.180 土 10.812 
3 36.900 土 13.450 
* Uncertainty in pressure 土 10 mTorr. 
^ Uncertainty in pressure broadening with 95 % confidence, values obtained by averaging 
four repeated scans. 
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Fig. 26 The average pressure broadening linewidths of water transition at 
12635.5464 cm"^ derived at difference gas pressures. The error indicates the 
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Fig. 26 The average pressure broadening linewidths of water transition at 
12635.5464 cm"^ derived at difference gas pressures. The error indicates the 
standard deviation of the four repeated scans. 
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Fig. 26 The average pressure broadening linewidths of water transition at 
12635.5464 cm"^  derived at difference gas pressures. The error indicates the 
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Fig. 26 The average pressure broadening linewidths of water transition at 
12635.5464 cm"^  derived at difference gas pressures. The error indicates the 
standard deviation of the four repeated scans. 
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Fig. 26 The average pressure broadening linewidths of water transition at 
12635.5464 cm"^  derived at difference gas pressures. The error indicates the 
standard deviation of the four repeated scans. 
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TABLE 11 Pressure broadening parameters b of water transitions. 
Pressure broadening parameter b 
Transition Frequency 
Experimental value HITRAN database^ (cm-i) fMHz/ToriV，2’5 (MHz/Torr)^ 
12588.1560 16.110 土 4.693 11.284 土 3.647 
12604.0683 19.890 土 11.179 23.648 土 4.326 
12626.6464 17.130 土 7.807 13.021 +2.989 
12629.7597 19.980+ 15.501 21.270 土 3.671 
12635.5464 18.240 ± 5.231 14.079 ±4.483 
1 Assume constant temperature at 298 K. 
The uncertainty in pressure broadening parameters with 1 standard deviation. 
3 Transitions frequency obtained from Ref. 22. 
4 Values obtained at 296 K。 
5 Uncertainty in pressure broadening with 95 % confidence, values obtained by averaging 
20 scans. 
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temperature will cause about 3 M H z of change in Doppler width. As the pressure 
broadening is in general < 3 MHz. The temperature fluctuation during successive 
measurements may contribute to the scattering of "^^ m^ e^ssure for each transition. 
Nevertheless, the temperature fluctuation appears to have little effect on the accuracy of 
the pressure broadening as shown in TABLES 6, 7, 8, 9 and 10, which suggests that the 
averaging of four repeated measurements effectively reduces the random error due to 
temperature. For measurements with better precision, the sample cell may be thermally 
controlled to minimize the temperature fluctuation. 
In summary, the pressure broadening parameters of five water transitions have been 
studied. The agreement with literature is satisfactory. The most significant source of error 
arises from the moderate S/N ratio achieved by CEAS with fast power-modulation. Better 






In this thesis, I have discussed the construction and performance tests of a state-of-the-
art high resolution near infrared laser spectrometer. This project provides a rare 
opportunity in gaining hands-on experience in scientific instrumentation. This exposure is 
invaluable in terms of an in-depth understanding of the general design of advanced 
instruments. 
The high resolution and high sensitivity achieved by our home-built spectrometer are 
unprecedented. With an appropriate detection scheme, a detection limit of 〜2.4 x 10"^  has 
been reached. Together with the high spectral purity of 500 kHz of the output radiation, 
this spectrometer can be used for detailed spectroscopic studies of species at very low 
abundance such as intermediates (e.g. radicals and ions) generated in chemical reactions. 
Such studies may provide information leading to a better understanding of the 
mechanistics of chemical reactions. 
While our development of high resolution laser spectroscopy has just been started, its 
application in studying the pressure broadening of water in the near infrared region has 
been performed. With a relatively simple setup based on the CEAS technique with fast 
power-modulated phase-sensitive detection, the pressure broadening parameters obtained 
in this work agree well with the literature values. These observations indicate how 
powerful laser spectroscopy can be. 
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